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SUMMARY

Errors in measurement of the dielectric permeability e and

temperature of the subsurface layer T by polarization measurements

of Mars radio emissions,, by the Mars-3 planetary probe are analyzed,

The effect of the internal parameters of the onboard radiotelescope,

errors in determination of antenna orientation and errors of the

telemetering system on the total error in determination of E and T

are evaluated. The zones of the optimum angles of radiometer antenna

orientation with respect to the surface, at which the minimum error

in determination of e is insured, are calculated. The maximum

possible errors.in determination of e, caused by depolarization of

radiation received by the nearest side lobes,are calculated.
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ACCURACY OF DETERMINATION OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
AND THE TEMPERATURE OF A SUBSURFACE LAYER

FROM POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

N. N. Krupenio, V. A. Ladygin and N. Ya. Shapirovskaya

This work is devoted to problems of accuracy in determination /740*

of the dielectric permeability e and the temperature T of fa sub-

surface layer of the planet, from measurements of the intensity and

polarization of the thermal radiation, by the radiometer installed

aboard the planetary probe.

The radiometer measures the half-sum (total channel) and

difference (difference channel) of the brightness temperatures of the

surface, in two orthogonal polarizations. This instrument was

installed aboard the Mars-3 planetary probe [1].

1. Accuracy of Polarization Measurement in
Mars-3 Planetary Probe Onboard Experiment

The experimental procedure and method of processing its results

has been described in works [1-3]. It was shown in work [3] that the

brightness temperatures in two orthogonal polarizations (Tbi, the

vertical polarization, and Pbil, the horizontal polarization) are

determined from the output voltages of the telemetering system, by

means of the following expression:

1b.(U. _-_..)_+ U. (U -. ) K

2nT h Te)l -- 1) [(. ) (U_ - U.-)K.

2(1- + (U-- U.) 2K (2)

Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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where Tn is the ratio of the efficiencies of the vertical and horizontal

polarization channels; Tin and Tex are the temperatures inside and

outside the pressurized instrument container, respectively; B is the

scattering coefficient of the antenna in the zones outside the main

lobe; sl is the scattering coefficient of the antenna in the zones

of the nearest side lobes; KE/K_ is the ratio of the gains of the /741

total (E) and difference ("--") channels. The voltage on the tele

metering system outputs: UZ(U_) is the voltage corresponding to the

measured noise temperatures in the total (difference) channel;

UKE(UK,)' is the voltage, corresponding to the measurement of the

noise temperature of space by the total (difference) channel; UhK is

the voltage, corresponding to'connecting the matched load to the -

,total channel (hot calibration voltage).

The connection of the brightness temperatures in two orthogonal

polarizations to the surface characteristics e and T is based on the

polarization measurement method considered for the moon in works [4-6].

We selected a model of the surface layer of Mars for the calculations,

which was uniform in electrical properties, smooth and having small

electrical losses at the wavelength measured,. In this case, the

brightness temperatures of the surface, for the vertical and horizontal

polarizations, are determined in the following manner:

T4---T(- ) ,  (3a)

(3b)

Tbv lies in the plane of incidence (the plane of incidence passes

through the axis of the antenna directional pattern and normal to the
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surface at the point of observation), and Tbh in the orthogonal

plane, which also passes through the axis of the directional diagram,

The connection of Tbv and Tbh to the brightness temperatures 74

received by the antenna (Tb and TbII))is written [4]:

Tb= .Tbos' Y+Tbhsin' , (4a)
Tb j=T1 hsin'2 y+T'cos2 ,

(4b)

where y is the angle of inclination (the angle of rotation of the

plane of the vertical polarization of the antenna relative to the

plane of incidence), p:V and ph are the Fresnel power reflection

coefficients. As is well known, pv and Ph are functions of e and

of the angle of incidence 6 (the angle between the axis of the

antenna directional diagram and the normal to the surface).

Using expessions (3) and (4) and the Fresnel formula for the

reflection coefficient, we find the roots of equations (1) and (2).

A nontrivial solution of equations (1) and (2) will be:

--- n- _ (5)
sin 2(6-z)

-
2iTj-Te le-1)sin (2 0-z)

(1- +~j (.H- U.z) sin 26 sin (20-2z)

( U_-Ul,- " U_-U_

-(1 + cos 2--) (U Uz) - -(1- cos 2) [(Uz-U.Z) + ]
4,Q cos 2y (6)

2K_
where K - z is a parameter, which can be expressed throughlthe

brightness temperatures of the instrument, in the form:

2 O COS2 I sinl2 h I (7a)Scos2 Tbv--sin 2 bh (7a)
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T(l+cos 21) (U .- -(1-cos 21) (UE-U) + /743
cos Z : (7b)

i -cos2y) (Uz-U -)- ] +(I+cos 2y) [(Uz-U.)+ K

The resulting dependence (5) and (6) of e and T on all the

parameters permits calculation of the effect of individual errors

on the relative error in determination of c and T.

A5 ", On the assumption that the

0 -- errors in the apparatus and
-x--
--- measurement system parameters 60,
-0- 7

70 - 6y, 6n, 6K, SUz, 6U", 6UKE 6 30K,

6UHK, 6Tin, 6Tex, 6(, bb ) are

mutually independent and have a

normal distribution, we calcu-

x \lated the relative errors in

30- determination of e and T, caused

0 Iby the error of one of the param-

10 oo eters, 6 i (in this case, the

S- remaining parameters were
Z i 6 10 72 iq tx0 sec

"frozen"). The results of these
Fig. 1 Errors in determination of e
in 1 Mars-3 planetary probe session: calculations, for one of the
1) total error, 2) error from 60;
3) from 6y; 4) from 6n; 5) from 6K; measurement sessions carried out
6) from U-; 7) from U

by the Mars-3 planetary probe (of 27 December 1972) are presented in

Figs. 1 and 2. The relative measurement time is plotted on the

abscissa. Each moment of the measurement corresponds to its angle

o and y (Fig. 3). The following error values were used in the

calculations: 60 = 6y < 30, estimates obtained from results of

trajectory measurements; 6n/n = 0.4%, obtained from experiment [3];

6K/K = 5%, obtained from preflight ground measurements;
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L 3 UC = U- :6UhK = 0,5E;

_7 6UK- = 0.7E, 6UKZ = E,
-2

1-- --Y obtained experimentally, where

70-
70 E is the value of the quantum

level of the telemetering

50\ system voltage, 6Tin = 6Tex=

1.30 K, obtained from the

experiment.

I \At angles 0 = 00 and

y = 45 and 1359 (we call them

10 critical), determination of

2 4' 6 8 10 72 N tx1pec e and T by measurement of the

brightness temperatures in
Fig. 2 Error in determination of T
in 1 Mars-3 planetary probe session: two orthogonal polarizations

1) total error; 2) error from 60; is theoretically impossible
3) from 6y; 4) from yn; 5) 6K;
6) from 68. (see (5) and (6)). Close to

the critical angles, the errors in determination of e and T increase

sharply. In this case, all the components determining the errors

in E and T increase. In sections more than ±200 from the critical

angles, the errors in determination of e are less than 30% and gf

T, less than 10%. In these regions, the errors are basically

determined by inaccuracy in determination of angles 0 and y in

orbit.

In the experiment, 60 = 6y 5 30, and this error arises mainly,

owing to poor determination, at the moment of intersection of the
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, degree axis of the antenna directional pattern

IWO and the limb of the planet. If the

120
error in determination-of the angles

I 10

0 / could be successfully reduced to

5 ,- 60 = 6y = 1l, at angles more than +200

4'0 -from the critical angles, the accuracy

in determination of 6 would be no poorer

t2 xfsec than 12-15%, all else being equal.

Fig. 3 Change in angles,0 The amount of error of the ratio
and y in 1 Mars-3 planetary
probe session. of the efficiencies of the vertical and

horizontal radiometer channel: circuits (n) is of great importance

for accuracy in determination of E and T. Through determination of

n experimentally, the error 6n is successfully reduced considerably

(by more than an order of magnitude), compared with determination

of rn from preflight ground measurements and, thus, -6n - is reduced

to a:value of I 8%, at angles more than +20? from the critical

angle.

Next in importance is the error in determination of the /744

ratios of the gains of the total and difference channels, K. In

the Mars-3 planetary probe experiment, 6K = 5%, since the value of

K was taken from preflight ground measurements. At angles more

than ±200 from the critical angles, the value of 3 6K : 5%. In

this case, if the error due to inaccurate determination of angles

0 and y can be reduced, it is reasonable to incorporate a supple-

mentary calibration into the radiometer, permitting determination

of K directly from the experiment.
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In the experiment carried out, the error due to quantization

of the levels in the telemetering system shows considerably less

error, which was discussed above.

In that flight geometry, in which the connection of the

antenna and brightness temperatures can be reflected by the

equations ....

ST,=Tb (l--B (8a)

(8b)

the accuracy in determination of the scattering coefficients in the

main and side lobes, does not play a part in calculation of the

error in e, but it is significant for errors in T. At

6(1 - + Bbb) = 5%, the error in determination of T is approxi-

mately 5.5%, at all values of angles 0 and y, i.e., at angles more

than ±200 from the critical angles, it is not decisive. This /745

error can be reduced, by means of more careful antenna measurements,

carried out directly aboard the planetary probe.

Errors in T, due to error in determination of Tin in the

experiment 4 0.5%, and owing to Tex I 0.01%.

If the dielectric permeability c is determined for one

specific point on the surface of the planet, at which measurements

of the radio brightness temperatures in two orthogonal polarizations

were carried out (for example, by ground radar measurements), the

errors in as/c and aT/T relative to this reference point can be

calculated, as functions of independent errors of the angles and

the measurement system. As the calculations show, these errors

7



turn out to be approximately one-fifth those4, in determination of

e and T by internal standards,

2. Effect of Radiometer Antenna Orientation
on Accuracy in Determination of e
from Polarization Measurements

Since accuracy in determination of e by the polarization

method depends extremely critically on the values of angles 0 and y,

it is of interest to develop the dependence of 6e/c on angles 0 and

y,for an ideal instrument (the errors in the parameters of which

and in the measurement system equal zero), and to determine the

optimum angles 0op t and Yopt, at which the accuracy in determination

of e is at a maximum.

Using equations (5) and (7a). and considering the errors in

trajectory measurements of angles 0 and y and the instrument and

measurement system parameters to be independent, we obtain:

S1+cos 28 2 1] 60
sin20 41-cos20

2 1+ 1+cos 2z

2e sin2z 2
T--co 2 - I X -- X-cos 20 1 -cos 2z cos 2+ (9)

1+cos 2Z 2

2e 2 1+ -1 X 6S' 't-cos 0  sin 2z cos 2 1

where

sin 2 s8 n S 0s
cosz - +cos 1

Tb±+Tb,'
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Tbl and Tb Il are expressed only through the instrument parameters

(equations (1) and (2)). For an ideal instrument (considering (

6S = 0), the dependence of 6E/: on e and y, for various values of

e, from 1.5 to 6.5, were calculated. Here, errors ;60 and4y

were assumed to be 0,50. A curve of.aE;=':f(E0)was plotted from

the calculation results, for various y and 0 "see Fig. 4).

As is evident from

Fig. 4, the value of the

5s=a.y=g o  optimum angle 0 is in the

o  ' 500 region, is practically

'o/0 independent of the value

of e and it changes some-

what in measurements of y.

/ The zone around Oopt,

7 within which ae/sopti ±5%,
20

is quite large (from 8 to

80%, on the average), and

70 ----- it decreases with increase

_ -_ in measured parameter E

".55 and with change in angle y.
20 qo f0 80

6,, degrees At angles y close to 450,

Fig. 4 Accuracy in determination of E the error E9s/ increases/746
vs. angles 0 and y

considerably, at the same

E and angle 0 (approximately 3 times for y = 400 over y = 00).

The results of the calculations presented in Fig, 4 may

serve as a criterion for selection of the optimum location of the
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polarization radiometer antenna, in measurement of the characteris-

tics of the underlying surface from an aircraft and from a satel-

lite, which is oriented along the gravitational or infrared

verticals. Such operating procedures are most advisable; for

solution of problems connected with study of earth resources from

space.

3. Error in Determination of c Owing
to Depolarization of Radiation
in the Nearest Side Lobes

In all the calculations of accuracy of measurement described

above, it was considered that 100% of the radiation received by the

nearest side lobes was ,polarized and, consequently, the brightness

temperature received by the main lobe (Tbi or Tbj ) equals the

brightness temperature in the nearest side lobes.

As a matter of fact, of course, 100% of the radiation in the

nearest side lobes is not polarized. To estimate the maximum error,

which is caused by designation of Tbsl and by equating Tbsl = Tb_

or Tbil' we will consider that the radiation in the nearest 
side

lobes is completely unpolarized and equal to the background bright-

ness temperature Tbb. If a planet is being investigated, for which

Tbb is unknown and in which there may be large, abrupt tempera-

ture drops also , within the width of the antenna directional

pattern, for example, Mars, it can be considered, with a sufficient

degree of accuracy:

10(10)
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for each moment of measurement.

Using formulas (5), (7a), (8) and (101 and assigning c from

1.5 to 6.5, varying angle 0, we calculate the maximum value of the

relative measurement error A,-owing to depolarization of the

radiation in the nearest side lobes.

The results of the calcu-

lation are presented in Fig. 5.

15 As is evident from the figure,

9 o the error A increases with increase

-2. in E; however, even the maximum

error, owing to depolarization in
10 20 39O I 56 70 0I 9

adagrees
the nearest side lobes, at angles

Fig. 5 Maximum error in .close to 0 = 90 0 , is not over 15%.
determination of E, owing to
depolarization of radiation At angles 0opt the error 5 10%.
in nearest side lobes vs.
angle 0 Based on the results of

analysis of the errors in determination of the e and T, owing to

the measurement conditions of the experiment and variation in the

radiometric apparatus parameters, the following conclusions are

drawn.

1. To insure minimum errors in determination of 6 and T, the

experiment must be carried out, with a radiometer antenna orienta-

tion, excluding the regions 0 5 ±200, y = 45 ±200 and 135 ±200.

2. The greatest partial errors in determination of s and T

result, from errors in determination of antenna orientation and

errors in measurement of the relative loss in the high-frequency /747

circuits of the vertical and horizontal radiometric apparatus

channels. 11



3. In distinction from an experiment/ with constant solar-

star orientation, polarization measurements of the radio emission

of the surface, from aboard a planetary probe in planetocentric

orientation, with constant angles of view (0 and y), permit.'

determination of E and T along the entire trace of the antenna

field of view.

4. In an experiment with planetocentric orientation, the

selection of angles of view (0 and y) is not very critical, To

obtain small errors in determination of e and T, it is sufficient

to select 0 and y within: 0 = 10-800, y = ±100

5. The errors in determination of e and T depend little on

indeterminacy of the degree of depolarization of the radiation in

the nearest side lobes of the antenna.

6. With existing apparatus and optimum selection of experi-

mental conditions, the error:in determination of 6 can be reduced

to a value of 10-15%.
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